
In part one of this column, we addressed two of the major components
that need to be evaluated by today’s workforce—local ownership
or leadership of a company and how IT is viewed by that company.

In part two of this column, we will address how today’s workforce should
examine their involvement in political advocacy with local, state or fed-
eral governments and the dilemma of the aging American workforce.

CAN THE GOVERNMENT HELP?

The government is divided into categories: local, state and federal.
How much influence does the average citizen have on federal policies?
The answer is obvious, very little. Where can one start?

I am a member of the Independent Business Association of
Wisconsin. The group was formed in the early 1970s as a government
advocate for small business (remember, that’s the backbone of
America). Every year we participate in events that take us to the state
capitol and Washington, D. C. to meet with state and federal legislators.
We do not employ a lobbyist; the membership lobbies our own causes.
The group is also active in city/county government through our monthly
meetings or sponsorship of special forums.

Membership and active participation in groups are vital. NaSPA
members who are with smaller organizations, small business owners
(consultants) or in upper/top management with large companies need
to become involved in these activities.

How else can the average citizen succeed? Remember: 2004 is an elec-
tion year! Protectionism or security of a country must be balanced. The
government can and will only go so far. The U.S. worker needs to safe-
guard him/herself. This is addressed in the Streetsmart Approach to Job
Search. There is a chapter on “Employment Stability versus Job Security.”

THE AGING WORKFORCE
IN AMERICA

Demographics concerns of an aging U.S. population combined with
future needs of businesses will clash within 5-7 years. The concept of
the labor shortage is being debated, but not the concept of the knowledge
shortage (CIO Magazine, 11/15/03). Let’s face it, baby boomers will
have to retire sometime! As they do, their experience leaves with them.
The succeeding group has the volume (since more work is being com-
pleted with fewer workers) and training/education, but they do not have
the years of experience of their predecessors. People with 35-40 years
of experience are being replaced by people with no or 10 years of expe-
rience, hence, a knowledge shortage.

OTHER THINGS TO CONSIDER

According to Computerworld (12/03), the fastest-growing IT jobs
categories through 2010 are: software applications, support specialists,
systems software engineering, network/systems administrator and net-
work systems/data communications analyst. The article also speculates
that the majority of the middle managers in these areas are already gone!

Another Computerworld article, in that edition, also says that the U.S.
government reports that the IT industry is growing again. However,
Kathleen Cooper, the Commerce Dept. Undersecretary for Economic
Affairs states, “While IT spending among large companies seems to be
picking up, it’s not translating to increased hiring as of now.”

What can be done? Here are some other considerations:

According to Peter Drucker (Fortune, 1/12/04), foreign companies
with sites in the USA are safer. These include the Japanese
automotive manufacturers or European manufacturers such as
Siemens or Nestle. These are either high-tech or high-volume
consumer goods products with a strong U.S. customer market.
Drucker continues to comment that American workers are more
flexible than their European counterparts, therefore, they can
handle the changes better.

Some select observations from Tom Peters (www.tompeters.com),
include:

“Offshoring” will continue; the tide cannot be reversed.
Service jobs are a bigger issue than manufacturing jobs, by order
of magnitude.
Free trade works, period. It makes the world a safer place in the
long haul. Those who dutifully followed yesterday’s rules yet are
displaced must be helped when the “rules change.”
Big companies are offshoring/automating almost exclusively in
pursuit of efficiency and shareholder value enhancement.
Big companies do not create jobs and historically have not created
jobs. They are not “built to last;” they almost inexorably are
“built to decline.”
Job creation is entrepreneurial-led, and high R&D supports are a
top priority.
Primary and secondary education must be reformed. Children
should be nurtured on risk-taking, with a low expectation of
corporate support.
Future success rests upon Excellence in Innovation.
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Worker benefits (health care, retraining credits, pensions, etc.)
should be portable to induce rather than impede labor mobility.
Workers have the ultimate stake, thus, the ultimate personal
responsibility (think: self-reliance).

CONCLUSION

In summary, several critical issues can be “controlled” by the U.S.
worker. Focus on an organization’s corporate culture (local ownership
and commitment to a community). Evaluate how a company views you,
the workforce. Again, are you an asset to be developed and grown, or a
cost to be controlled or reduced? At what level are you involved in busi-
ness or government issues? Be honest with your voting record. Above
all, use all of the information provided in this column to maintain your
marketability for more stability in your employment.  

Kathy Bornheimer is the director of career services at
Bryant & Stratton College in Milwaukee,WI. She can
be reached at kmbornheimer@bryantstratton.edu.
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